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Abstract
Considerable research finds that people derive utility not only from consumption, but
also from their beliefs about themselves and the world. Rather than dispassionately
updating their views in response to new information, such belief-based utility leads
people to avoid information and use other strategies to protect their existing beliefs. We
present a two-stage model of persuasion in the presence of belief-protecting strategies
and test it in an incentive compatible persuasion experiment. Persuaders seek to shift
receivers’ numeric estimates related to emotionally charged topics, such as abortion
and racial discrimination. We manipulate whether the persuader first acknowledges her
own lack of certainty and whether she first has an opportunity to build rapport with
the receiver, which our theory predicts should enhance persuasiveness, but should be
irrelevant or may even go in the opposite direction under the standard account.
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Introduction
Conveying information and persuading others is at the heart of many occupations. Lawyers,
columnists, politicians, and marketers are just a few examples of professions that seek to
influence how their audience sees the world. McCloskey and Klamer (1995) estimate that as
much as a quarter of US economic activity is dedicated to purposes that could be broadly
construed as such persuasion; an estimate that does not take account of the persuasion
individuals encounter in everyday situations, as exemplified by the situation of choosing a
restaurant with a group of opinionated colleagues.
Persuasion appears at first-glance straight forward: an individual is exposed to new
information from a (possibly more knowledgeable) sender and faces the task of updating her
beliefs. When incentives of both sender and receiver are aligned, this becomes an exercise in
applying Bayes’ rule. The receiver has some prior belief, obtains a signal, and updates her
prior in the direction of the signal to form a posterior belief. Examples of persuasive efforts
with aligned incentives are not hard to name: public health organizations seek to persuade
doctors to prescribe fewer antibiotics and narcotics, seeking to limit drug resistance and
addiction. Biologists try to persuade policymakers and the public to be accepting of evolution,
promoting the scientific consensus. Maybe most relevantly today, climate scientists seek to
persuade the public of the dangers of global climate change, preventing costly repercussions
for the public.
Such persuasion is unexciting in a Bayesian world, where information is of neutral valence
and is processed without bias.1 In such a world, the public adopts the scientific consensus
and thus everyone would accept evolution and the reality of climate change. And yet, there is
continued debate about these topics, with just above half of US residents stating they believe
that humans are responsible for climate change and fewer than a third believing in human
evolution by natural selection (Pew Research Center for the People and the Press, 2009).
1
Possibly explaining why economists today are instead interested in persuasion with misaligned incentives
(e.g. Kamenica and Gentzkow, 2011).
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When persuasion aims to change minds, evidence from the field suggests that it is only of
limited effectiveness or may even backfire and undermine trust in the speaker (DellaVigna,
2009; Fischhoff, 2007). And despite the personal, professional, and economic relevance of the
topic, we have surprisingly few explanations for why receivers of persuasive messages are so
reluctant to change their beliefs, even (or especially) when the stakes are high. What might
account for this paucity of success stories?
Ever since Stigler (1961) first introduced the concept of information as a scarce commodity
into economics, one of the standard assumptions has been that people desire information
(only) to the extent to which it improves their decision-making. Individuals stand to gain
consumption utility from making better decisions, and if the information is free, incur no
costs. That information is desirable is also at the heart of the economic view of persuasion:
when information is presented to a Bayesian agent, she updates her view in an unbiased
fashion (e.g. Kamenica and Gentzkow, 2011). In this paper, we argue that recent insights on
belief-based utility undermine this key assumption: beliefs are not merely means to maximize
our consumption utility, but they directly enter our utility function. A persuasive message
that aims to correct a decision maker’s false belief may increase her consumption utility, but
may in turn also lower her belief utility.
The notion that beliefs enter directly into utility dates back to Abelson (1986), who
argues that “beliefs are like possessions” in the sense that we are reluctant to surrender them,
even for other beliefs that might be more valuable. Models accounting for direct benefits
from holding beliefs have since also found acceptance in economics (e.g. Loewenstein, 1987;
Caplin and Leahy, 2004; Kőszegi, 2010). A key implication of belief-based utility is that
there may be substantial cost to changing a belief. People often enjoy immediate benefits
from holding (or professing to hold) a particular belief, especially to the extent that others
share it (Abelson and Prentice, 1989). Someone who is part of a religious community, for
example, may find that many of their relationships are contingent on maintaining their
belief. As Marshall (2014) observes, people may similarly be motivated to resist believing in
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climate change in order to avoid the anxiety it may generate. Even without such motivation,
individuals who have made costly decisions based on beliefs may have incurred sunk costs
that they are reluctant to write off (Thaler, 1980).
Consequently, decision makers now have an incentive to avoid information, precisely
because it may be persuasive and make the existing belief no longer maintainable (Fels, 2015).
A rich literature on “information avoidance” finds that people indeed choose not to obtain
information even when it is known to be available, useful, and available at no cost or is even
costly to avoid (for a review, see Golman et al., 2017). They may avoid information in order
to avoid disappointment (Köszegi, 2006), maintain their sense of optimism (Oster et al., 2013),
or avoid anxiety (Persoskie et al., 2013). When faced with the prospect of a devastating
medical diagnosis, for example, individuals may avoid a medical test that poses the threat of
confirming that they indeed have the condition. Obtaining and incorporating undesirable
information, like a medical diagnosis, could make it impossible for a decision-maker to
maintain a (false) belief, when they have much at stake in maintaining their existing belief.
We propose that similar motivation is at play with hotly contested political issues. Those
favorable (unfavorable) towards affirmative action, for example, may not be accepting of
evidence that minority students are performing worse (better) than they thought. Although
facts about student performance may not matter on their own, they are important when
they tackle a higher-order belief: if minority students indeed were to perform poorly, that
could challenge the appropriateness of affirmative action. And those who believe abortion
should be legal (illegal) under any circumstance may seek to downplay (exaggerate) regret
experienced by women who went through the procedure. After all, if most women were to
regret the decision, policies imposing mandatory waiting times may be reasonable and not
merely punitive. Accepting what at first appears to be neutral and objective information
may thus threaten to undermine (potentially costly) investments in an existing and deeply
held, higher-order belief.
Consequently, decision makers seeking to protect their belief utility have an incentive to
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protect themselves against incongruous information. Rather than changing their views on
affirmative action, for example, individuals will seek to avoid threatening information. They
may do so, for example, by limiting their news consumption to sources that are ideologically
aligned with their views (Mullainathan and Shleifer, 2005; Bakshy et al., 2015). When such
physical avoidance fails, individuals have a number of other strategies available to them
(reviewed in Golman et al., 2017). Most relevantly, they may simply fail to update their
beliefs and thus not take into account the undesirable information (Rabin and Schrag, 1999;
Möbius et al., 2014; Eil and Rao, 2011) or choose not to commit it to memory (Benabou and
Tirole, 2011; Akerlof and Dickens, 1982; Shu and Gino, 2012).
In this paper, we propose that biased processing of information is the result of “psychological defenses” and that the establishment of the defenses is an important first step that has
so far not been accounted for in models of persuasion. When a decision-maker encounters a
situation in which she may be persuaded (for example when she reads the headline of a news
article), she first determines whether this information is likely to validate or threaten her
beliefs. Based on this assessment, and other factors we discuss in the next section, she makes
an investment in psychological defenses that dampen the impact of the information. In the
second stage, she receives the information and updates her beliefs in a biased fashion, where
the extent of the bias is determined by her defensive investment. We then present results
from an experiment in which participants are assigned to the role of sender (persuader) and
receiver. Senders convey a message to receivers intended to change their belief and both
senders and receivers are incentivized to hold accurate beliefs. We experimentally manipulate
whether the sender has an opportunity to lower the receiver’s defenses prior to delivering the
message, either by building rapport or by expressing doubt and validating beliefs different
from the sender’s.
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A Two-Stage Model of Persuasion
In some situations, which are the ones we focus on in this paper, a decision maker faces the
choice of whether to obtain, or be receptive to, new information that presents a trade-off
between its hedonic and instrumental value. In some cases, obtaining information may
threaten cherished values, but offer the promise of improving decision making. Receiving
critical feedback on a manuscript draft, for example, may undermine how competent an
author believes herself to be, but could enhance the chance that the manuscript gets accepted.
In other, much rarer, cases, information may offer the promise of enhancing cherished values
but the threat of undermining the quality of decision making. Information conveying expertise
in a topic, for example, may make a student feel competent, but lead her to study less and
hence perform worse on an exam.
Eil and Rao (2011) show that when participants in a laboratory experiment initially
obtain unfavorable information (about their attractiveness or IQ), they are subsequently less
likely to desire additional information, which may similarly be unfavorable. We conceptualize
this and other avoidant strategies as “psycholological defenses” that people erect in order to
protect their cherished beliefs.
Such a defensive mechanism has important consequences for persuasion: in a purely
Bayesian world, whether information threatens to challenge or promises to validate someone’s
belief is an irrelevant factor. In a world in which information has hedonic utility, whether a
persuader is expected to provide supporting or disconfirming evidence may determine how
willing the listener is to incorporate the information.
Suppose we have a sender who has aligned incentives and seeks to persuade a receiver to
change a belief she is invested in. In a Bayesian framework, the sender should communicate
(only) information aimed at changing the belief. Moreover, she should express the maximum
degree of certainty to ensure the receiver puts high weight on the new information. However,
this same strategy is most aversive to someone who does not want to see their beliefs
challenged. Encountering an individual who is strongly opposed to one’s deeply held belief
6

and is forcefully aiming to attack it poses the greatest threat to one’s own belief utility. To
the extent that the receiver wants to avoid such threatening information, persuasion may be
more successful when the sender appears less confident and driven to persuade.

Stage 1
Before any communication takes place,a receiver chooses to make an investment in her
defenses D. This defensive investment has to be made prior to obtaining information and is
hence going to affect both favorable and unfavorable information. We propose that three
factors drive the extent of the defensive investment: (1) the expected alignment of beliefs
between the sender and the receiver (A ∈ [−1, 1]), (2) the importance attributed to the
belief by the receiver (I ∈ [0, 1]), and (3) the sender’s expected expertise and persuasive
skill (E ∈ [0, 1]).
Most straight-forward, D is decreasing in A . If a sender is believed to hold aligned views
that can reinforce an existing belief, there is no reason to establish defenses. Conversely, if a
sender is known to hold a strongly opposed belief, defenses become most useful. Defensive
investments are similarly increasing in I . To the extent that defensive investments are
costly (e.g. because the receiver misses out on additional consumption utility from holding
an accurate belief), there is no reason to protect a belief that one does not care about. An
example of such a belief may be the value of a number one has randomly been assigned to in
an experiment, as in Eil and Rao (2011). Conversely, a belief that is central to one’s identity
(e.g. abortion for a devout Catholic) is worth protecting even at a cost to consumption utility.
The effect of the sender’s expected expertise or persuasive skill on D depends on A . A
sender who is an authority on a subject and is thought to hold aligned beliefs encourages
a receiver to drop her defenses in order to absorb information that can protect the belief
against future challengers. An authority with misaligned beliefs, on the other hand, poses a
serious threat to the receiver who may not be able to counter their arguments.
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Stage 2
After establishing her defenses, the receiver obtains the sender’s message and has to update
her beliefs. Rather than updating as a pure Bayesian, however, she may choose to discount
the sender’s information, with the extent of the discounting driven by her defenses. This leads
to a type of conservative Bayesian updating (Ward, 2007) that is not uniformly conservative,
but is rather driven by motivated reasoning. Consequently, a biased posterior is formed by a
mixture of the unbiased Bayesian posterior and the prior, where D determines the relative
weight on the two components:

P (A|B) = (1 − D) ·

P (B|A) · P (A)
+ D · P (B|A)
P (B)

Note that when D = 0, that is when there are no defenses established by the receiver,
the equation reduces to Bayesian updating. If, on the other hand, D = 1, that is when the
receiver has maximally invested in her defenses, then the posterior is simply equal to the
prior, meaning that no updating has taken place. One such example might be that, after
reading a headline in a newspaper, the decision-maker chooses not to read the article.

Implications
The two-stage model of persuasion implies that factors that ought not to matter when
information is non-threatening and processed without bias now become relevant. Indeed,
in an experiment by Coffman and Niehaus (2014), participants in the role of a seller who
worked for commission were able to increase a buyer’s valuation of a good through free-form
communication. Successful sellers used their time to establish a rapport with the buyer,
engaging in cheap talk that did not convey information about the good itself but made the
sender more likable to the receiver.2 Building rapport and making oneself more likable may
be successful strategies to undermine a receiver’s defenses even as they would appear pointless
2
We note that “persuasion” in their study is not a change in beliefs, but an increase in willingness to pay,
which increases the seller’s earnings.
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(or even counterproductive) in a Bayesian framework.
Another strategy to bypass a receiver’s defenses may be to express doubt of one’s own
view and acknowledge that conflicting beliefs are valid as well, prior to communicating a
persuasive message. Doing so validates the recipient’s view of the world and may make the
sender appear less threatening, thus prompting lower defenses by the receiver. In a Bayesian
world, however, expressing doubt would lead a receiver to put less weight on the information
than on that of a persuader who is thought to be confident. Thus, in our model, doubt and
validation have the opposite predicted effect and enhance rather than diminish persuasiveness.
Establishing likability and expressing doubt may circumvent the receiver’s defenses and end
up as effective tools of persuasion where direct information provision fails, much like a small
number of Greek soldiers hidden in a wooden horse succeeded where larger armies failed.

Experimental Design
Our experimental design consists of three stages, which we run sequentially using an online
labor market. In the first stage, senders are recruited to provide guesses on a series of
percentage estimation tasks and to report their attitudes on related, controversial topics
(from strongly disagree to strongly agree). After providing their responses, they are asked
to write a message persuading another participant who had made a lower (higher) guess
on a question to increase (decrease) their estimate. They are incentivized for accuracy on
their estimates and for persuasiveness. Senders also draft a short message intended to build
rapport and are nudged to express some doubt about their persuasive message. All messages
are then rated by a group of judges and the most persuasive messages are used in the third
stage.
Receivers also begin by reporting their initial guesses and higher-order beliefs and are
then matched with a sender. After reading the sender’s persuasive message, receivers have
the opportunity to make another estimate on the question on which they were persuaded.
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We define the shift in the receiver’s estimate preceding and following the sender’s message
as the message’s persuasiveness. Receivers are moreover randomly assigned to one of three
conditions. Prior to seeing the persuasive message, they either are shown an open-form
communication from the sender aimed at building rapport, a fixed message expressing some
doubt about the following advice (selected by the sender), or no message in the control group.
We now describe the tasks and the procedure in more detail.

Estimation & Higher-Order Beliefs
Both senders and receivers report their beliefs on five estimation tasks and are incentivized for
their accuracy. The estimation tasks elicit beliefs about verifiable quantities, for example the
proportion of convicted criminals among deported undocumented immigrants in a particular
year. Along with these verifiable quantities, they also report to what extent they agree or
disagree with related policies, for example whether they favor a path to legal residency for
undocumented immigrants. Although we cannot incentivize a change in the higher-order
belief (support or opposition for a policy), we can (and do) incentivize persuasion on the
verifiable estimate. The estimation questions and the corresponding higher-order beliefs are
shown in table 1.
Table 1: All senders and receivers are incentivized for
accuracy on the verifiable beliefs and self-report the corresponding higher-order belief.

Verifiable Belief

Corresponding Higher-Order Belief

Of women who had an abortion,

Abortion should be legal under any

what percentage do you believe

and all circumstances.

report regretting the decision
afterward?
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Verifiable Belief

Corresponding Higher-Order Belief

What percentage of food stamps

The government spends too much

(SNAP) recipients do you believe

money on social welfare programs

are employed full time or part time

and should reduce benefits.

(but earned an amount that is
difficult to live on) as a fraction of
all SNAP recipients (i.e. those who
are both employed and
unemployed)?
Of African Americans who

Universities should use affirmative

graduated with a Bachelor’s degree

action in admissions decisions to

at an accredited 4 year

increase enrollment of racial

college/university in the U.S., what minorities.
percentage do you believe obtained
a GPA of 3.5 or higher?
What percentage of undocumented

Undocumented immigrants in the

immigrants deported in 2015 do

U.S. who meet certain

you believe were convicted

requirements should have a way to

criminals?

remain the country legally.
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Verifiable Belief

Corresponding Higher-Order Belief

Stop and Frisk is a practice in some The police should rely on “Stop
cities in which police officers stop

and Frisk” policies, in which the

and question a pedestrian, then

police stop and search people

frisk them for weapons and other

without specific cause.

contraband. What percentage of
Caucasians who are searched under
the policy in New York City do
you believe get arrested?

Senders
We recruit participants from Amazon Mechanical Turk (n = 402). Senders first report their
beliefs on the five quantitative estimates and the matching higher-order beliefs from table 1.3
We then match them to one of the estimation tasks and ask them to persuade a receiver
who has made a lower (higher) estimate to increase (decrease) their guess. Participants are
matched to an estimate for which they reported strong feelings on the associated higher-order
belief, if possible, and the direction in which they argue depends on whether they made a low
(or high) guess initially. The aim of this matching is to increase the likelihood that senders
are invested in their persuasive message and that we can match them with a receiver in the
third stage.
We then ask senders to repeat all quantitative estimates again. Although they did not
receive any new information, the act of persuading someone to increase (decrease) their
estimate may also affect the sender, as suggested by research on self-persuasion (Janis and
King, 1954; Briñol et al., 2012).
Finally, we elicit messages intended to express doubt and build rapport as follows. We
3

We counterbalance whether the quantitative estimates are elicited first or second.
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first ask senders to select one of three pre-written messages that most closely resembles the
degree of doubt that they have about their advice. The messages, shown in table 2, are
written such that one expresses extreme confidence and no doubt whatsoever, one expresses
no confidence whatsoever, and the third offers a balanced and reasoned expression of doubt
and validates other beliefs. The two extreme messages are intended to be decoys, allowing us
to keep the expression of doubt fixed across all senders. Indeed, 92% of participants chose
the middle option. To give senders an opportunity to build rapport, we ask them to write a
short account of the last time when someone did something nice for them. We expect that
this would increase the sender’s likability.
Table 2: Senders select one of these messages to express
how confident they are about their recommendation.

Messages Expressing Doubt
I cannot understand how someone could make a higher or lower estimate
than I did. Providing an estimate is easy and I think someone would be
foolish not to listen to my argument.
I can see how someone could make a higher or lower estimate than I did.
Providing an estimate is difficult, but I believe that I thought carefully
about it. Although I am not completely convinced that my estimate is
right, I think my argument will help someone make up their mind and
make a good decision.
I cannot understand how someone could answer this question at all.
Providing an estimate was extremely difficult and I answered pretty
randomly. I do not think someone should listen to my argument, because
they probably will make a worse decision if they do so.

Senders are incentivized on the accuracy of their estimates as well as on their persua13

siveness. We select one estimate from either the first or second elicitation at random and
pay participants up to $2, according to a quadratic scoring rule. Choosing one at random
prevents participants from hedging, such that any change we observe in the second elicitation
should be due to additional contemplation rather than due to strategic considerations. We
incentivize persuasiveness by selecting only from among the most persuasive messages (as
rated by other MTurk participants), offering a $5 fixed bonus if the sender’s message is
selected and an additional $0.50 bonus for each percentage point that the receiver updates
her estimate in the direction of the sender.

Judges
We recruit judges from Amazon Mechanical Turk (n = 319) for a fixed payment of $2 for
a task taking 10-20 minutes. They rate a total of 10 messages, all of which are on the
same estimation question and go in the same direction (e.g. higher or lower). Participants
rate each message on seven dimensions: persuasiveness, the author’s knowledge, reliance on
facts, reliance on emotions, and the author’s competency (all on a scale from 0-100), and
whether the argument relied on a story or personal experience and whether there is a clear
recommendation (both binary). Moreover, within each question and direction pairing, all
judges see the same two questions to begin with: one that is coherently written and makes
an argument and one that suggests the sender did not take the task seriously. We use these
two ratings as an attention check, excluding judges who thought the latter message was more
persuasive.
Each message is rated by at least 3 judges and for each question and direction pair, we
select the most persuasive message as determined by the median persuasiveness rating.4
4

We limit our selection to messages written by senders who selected the non-decoy doubt response, so as
to keep this message consistent across receivers.
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Receivers
Lastly, we recruit participants for the role of receiver (n = 606) and randomly assign them
to one of three experimental conditions. All receivers first complete the five estimation
tasks and self-report their associated higher-order beliefs. They are incentivized for accuracy
using a quadratic scoring rule with earnings of up to $1. We then match receivers to a
random question on which they expressed a strongly held associated belief, if any. If they did
not respond “strongly agree” or “strongly disagree” to any policy question, we assign them
to a random estimation task. We choose this matching procedure because we predict our
manipulations to increase persuasiveness when receivers are invested in their beliefs. Although
we include participants without such a strong view in our analyses, we are interested only in
those with a strong view.
Participants in the “baseline” condition then immediately proceed to the sender’s
persuasive message and make a second estimate on that question only, for which they are
incentivized up to $1 (again using a quadratic scoring rule). Participants in the “doubt”
and “rapport” conditions see an additional screen prior to receiving the sender’s persuasive
message. In the “doubt” condition, receivers see the doubt message selected by the sender
and are told that this message was selected by the sender to most closely reflect how certain
they are about their upcoming advice. Receivers in the “rapport” condition are asked to read
the sender’s message about the last time someone did something nice for them. After this
additional message, participants proceed to the message and the estimation task.

Results
Throughout our analysis, we define “persuasion” as the change in beliefs between the first
and the second estimate. If the message argues for increasing the estimate, persuasion is
equal to B2 − B1 , if it argues for decreasing the estimate, it is equal to −(B2 − B1 ). Thus,
persuasion is always positive if updating occurs in the direction of the message and negative
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if updating occurs in the opposite direction.
We first show the degree to which receivers are persuaded across all conditions. Figure 1
plots the density separately for each belief as well as for all topics combined. On average,
receivers adjust their estimate 15 points into the direction of the sender. Some receivers are,
however, dissuaded by the sender and update in the opposite direction of the argument (n =
44, or 7% of receivers).
GPA > 3.5, Black

Regret Abortion

Deported Criminals

Stop & Frisk, Caucasian

SNAP and Work

All

0.05
0.04
0.03
0.02

Density

0.01
0.00

0.05
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.01
0.00
−50

0

50

−50

0

50

−50

0

50

Difference between first and second estimate

Figure 1: Change in second reported estimate in the direction of the persuasive message.
In figure 2, we collapse across all topics and show persuasion across experimental
conditions. We separate receivers according to whether they had a strong higher-order belief,
i.e. either agreed strongly or disagreed strongly with the matching policy. Note that we
assigned receivers whenever possible to a belief on which they had a strong opinion, so this
is not the result of random assignment. Recall that we chose this matching because our
predictions relate only to those with strongly held beliefs. We show all respondents for sake
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of completeness, but focus our analysis on those with a strong belief (n = 503).
Strong Higher−Order Belief

Weak Higher−Order Belief

20

Persuasion

15

10

5

0
baseline

doubt

rapport

baseline

doubt

rapport

Figure 2: Error bars show standard errors.
A t-test comparing the means of belief change for those in the doubt and baseline
conditions (with strong beliefs) reveals a significant difference (t = -2.246, p = 0.025),
suggesting that receivers who were exposed to the doubt message prior to being persuaded
update more into the direction of the sender. The difference between the rapport and the
baseline conditions, however, is not significantly different (t = -0.578, p = 0.564)).
Table 3 shows the results of OLS regression on persuasion. In the baseline model, in
which we aggregate across all participants irrespective of their belief strength, we see that
receivers changed their estimate on average by 15 points. When we look at the effect of our
manipulation separately for those with and without strong beliefs, we see that an expression
of doubt increase persuasion for those with strong beliefs, but (directionally) decreases them
for those without. Moreover, those with strong beliefs update significantly less. The third
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model adds message fixed effects to the regression. The coefficient on the doubt and strong
belief interaction remains significant.
Table 3:
Percentage Points Persuaded
Baseline
Interaction Message FE
Doubt

2.411
(1.821)

−7.131∗
(4.162)

−5.895
(3.999)

Rapport

−0.269
(1.832)

−5.735
(4.565)

−3.686
(4.383)

Strong Belief

−0.770
(1.989)

−6.493∗∗
(3.107)

−4.739
(2.992)

Doubt x Strong Belief

11.808∗∗
(4.625)

10.951∗∗
(4.454)

Rapport x Strong Belief

6.852
(4.983)

5.677
(4.779)

14.978∗∗∗
(2.020)

19.455∗∗∗
(2.748)

24.742∗∗∗
(6.070)

No
606
0.005

No
606
0.015

Yes
606
0.117

Intercept

Message FE
Observations
R2

∗

Note:

p<0.1;

∗∗

p<0.05;

∗∗∗

p<0.01

Self-Persuasion & Self-Dissuasion
Lastly, our data also allow us to explore whether senders persuaded themselves after writing
a message to the receiver. For each reported belief, we calculate “self-persuasion” as the
change between the second estimate and the first estimate. This change is positive if it is in
the direction in which an argument was made (higher or lower) and negative if it is in the
opposite direction. Self-persuasion may occur when someone makes a strong argument for
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why the receiver should adjust her estimate in the desired direction. After generating the
argument, the sender’s own estimate may now seem too low. On the other hand, dissuasion
may occur when the sender realizes that she cannot make a strong argument for the receiver
to increase her estimate and ends up revising downward her own response. We calculate the
change in beliefs for all estimation tasks. Estimations on which the sender did not attempt
to persuade a receiver may vary as well, but any such change should be due to noise. This
leads us to estimate the following model:

SP = β0 + β1 P + β2 M + β3 (P · M ),
where SP is self persuasion, i.e. the change in beliefs between the second and the first
estimate, P is the mean persuasiveness of the message as rated by the judges, and M is
whether the sender wrote a message for that belief (which is equal to 1 for one estimate and
0 for the remaining four estimates).
The results are shown in table 4. We see that across all senders, there is no evidence of
self-persuasion (baseline). However, once we control for the sender’s persuasiveness, we see
the expected interaction: a sender at the high-end of persuasiveness with a mean rating of 90
(on a scale from 0 to 100) adjusted her estimate by 2.4 points in the direction of the advice
she gave. On the low-end of persuasiveness, on the other hand, a sender with a mean rating
of 10 revised her estimate away from her argument by 2.3 points.

Discussion
When decision-makers derive utility not only from their consumption, but also from their
beliefs, they may engage in efforts to protect themselves against conflicting information.
Inspired by recent advances in belief-based utility, we propose a two-stage theory of persuasion
and present results from an experiment. In the first stage, a decision-maker assesses the threat
to her beliefs posed by an incoming persuader. The more threatening the persuader appears
19

Table 4:
Self-Persuasion
Baseline
Interaction
Persuasive Message

(1)

(2)

−0.539
(0.558)

−2.882∗∗∗
(1.104)

Persuasiveness

−0.055
(0.183)

Persuasiveness x Persuasive Message

0.059∗∗
(0.024)

Intercept

−7.106
(4.457)

−5.763
(5.767)

Yes
Yes
2,005
0.260

Yes
Yes
2,005
0.262

Belief FE
Individual FE
Observations
R2
∗

Note:
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p<0.1;

∗∗

p<0.05;

∗∗∗

p<0.01

to be, the greater the investment in her mental defenses. After establishing her defenses, the
receiver is exposed to the sender’s message and updates her beliefs conservatively, with the
extent of conservatism determined by her defenses.
We propose that supposedly irrelevant factors, like establishing rapport, and factors
that under a standard account may make a sender less persuasive, like expressing doubt,
can actually increase persuasiveness. In our experiment, we find evidence that an expression
of doubt and acknowledgment of opposing views increases persuasiveness for those with
a motivated reason to maintain their beliefs. We do not, however, find evidence that our
rapport manipulation worked. We also explore the effect of writing a persuasive message
on the sender and find that those who craft a persuasive message (as rated by independent
judges) end up persuading themselves, while those who craft unpersuasive messages end up
dissuading themselves, i.e. they update away from their recommendation.
Persuasion occurs in a wide range of domains from advertisement to policy. Indeed,
much of political discourse aims to pit two opposing sides against each other in the hope that
the better argument wins out. When people have motivated reasons to believe one argument
over another, however, and update with bias, then such arguments may increase polarization,
rather than bring convergence. This appears particularly prominent in important, high-stakes
policy decisions, like how society should respond to the threat of global climate change. A
better understanding of persuasion in such emotionally charged environments may lead to
more productive political discourse and help reverse a growing trend of belief polarization.
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